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Socrates’ Triple Filter Test: Truth, Goodness and

Usefulness
Eric McCall /  Interesting Life Lessons Philosophy

There’s a common knowledge story kicked around about “The Triple Filter

Test.” Sometimes it involves Socrates and other times it involves an Arab

scholar, but the truth of the story is the same. Here it is:
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***

In ancient Greece (469 – 399 BC), Socrates was widely lauded for his

wisdom.

One day the great greek philosopher came upon an acquaintance, who ran

up to him excitedly and said, “Socrates, do you know what I just heard about

one of your students?”

“Wait a moment,” Socrates replied. “Before you tell me, I’d like you to pass a

little test. It’s called the Test of Three.”Test of Three?”

“That’s correct,” Socrates continued. “Before you talk to me about my

student let’s take a moment to test what you’re going to say. The first test is

the Truth. Have you made absolutely sure that what you are about to tell me

is true?”

“No,” the man replied, “actually I just heard about it.”

Related: 7 Thought-Provoking Lessons From Socrates, That Will Show You A

Better Way Of Living

“All right,” said Socrates. “So you don’t really know if it’s true or not. Now let’s

try the second test, the test of Goodness. Is what you are about to tell me

about my student something good?”

“No, on the contrary…”

“So,” Socrates continued, “you want to tell me something bad about him even

though you’re not certain it’s true?”

The man shrugged, a little embarrassed.

Socrates continued, “You may still pass though because there is a third test –

the filter of Usefulness. Is what you want to tell me about my student going to

be useful to me?”
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LOL: 75 Funny Random Things To Say In A
Text That Will Crack Up Your Friends!

“No, not really…”

“Well,” concluded Socrates, “if what you want to tell me is neither true nor

good nor even useful, why tell it to me at all?”

The man was defeated and ashamed and said no more.

So, this triple filter test stands on three pillars – Truth, goodness, and

usefulness.
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Feeling bored with your usual texting routine? Want to inject some humor into

your conversations? Look no further! We’ve compiled a list of funny random

things to say in a text that are sure to make your friends LOL. Get ready to

level up your texting game!

Humor makes everything better

We all need a good laugh every now and then, and one of the easiest ways to

achieve that is by sharing some funny random things to say in a text or

conversation with your friends. 

Whether you want to break the ice with
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Can Money Buy Happiness? The Relationship
Between Money And Happiness

Money can’t buy happiness, or so the saying goes. But is there any truth to

this age-old adage? What if I told you money does buy happiness? The

relationship between money and happiness is complex and not that

straightforward.

Those who believe money cant buy happiness and those who believe money

buys happiness are both equally right. The reality is that money is important

for happiness, but whether money brings happiness or not is something we

need to find out.

In a world where wealth seems to equal success, it’s easy to wonder about

the relationship between money and happiness. Let’s explore how money and

happiness are intertwined together.
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Money cant buy happiness. Or can it?
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Can You Ace The Hidden Word Game And
Find 5 Rainy Day Words Concealed In The
Picture

Rain rain, take a break today! It’s time for some wordplay! Hey there, puzzle

solver, do you have what it takes to ace this Rainy Day hidden word game? 

Challenge yourself, upgrade your skills, and explore your true potential with

this tricky puzzle. Can you beat the clock and find the hidden words in the

Rainy Day Picture? 
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[Plot twist: You’ve got only 10 seconds. Let’s start!]

Related Can You Spot The Differences Between Two Pictures
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Can You Spot The Real Father Of The Baby In
A Snap? Try This Mind-Bending Challenge
Now!

Whoever thought detective work was a breeze, brace yourself, because this
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time it’s child’s play! Get ready to spot the real father of the baby in just 5

seconds.

Test your IQ to the test with this exhilarating brain teaser that will challenge

your detective skills. In a race against time, you’ll need to spot the real father

of the baby.

Get ready to dive into this thrilling Father quiz, where you have just 5 seconds

to crack the case and emerge victorious. 

Related 
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Top 5 Two Faced Zodiac Signs Who Are Also
Master Manipulators
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Have you ever encountered individuals who exude extreme niceness and

charisma, yet harbor a hidden agenda? These individuals known as the two

faced Zodiac signs.

Astrology and horoscopes hold the key to unlocking the intricate web of

personality traits that contribute to the notorious breed of two-faced people. 

Yes, my curious souls, we can delve into the depths of their duplicity and

uncover the underlying factors that fuel their penchant for fakeness. 

Brace yourselves as we embark on a journey to understand the most
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Can You Spot The Mistake Quiz: Can You
Identify What’s Wrong In this Living Room
Picture

Attention all Puzzle Buff! Are you blessed with the extraordinary talent to

master the captivating “Can You Spot the Mistake Quiz”?

Prepare to have your observation skills put to the test in this thrilling quiz that

will challenge both your wit and creativity. 

Brace yourself for an exhilarating adventure where thinking outside the box is

the key to victory. Can you spot the mistake in living room and claim the

coveted title of the ultimate puzzle master? 

Related Can You Spot The Difference In Two Pictures Of Monalisa
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In Just A Few Seconds?
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Stimulation, Or Reality? Fascinating
Psychology Behind The Mandela Effect: 10
Mind-Bending Examples

In the realm of mysterious phenomena, the Mandela Effect is one, named

after the legendary political figure Nelson Mandela, this mind-bending

phenomenon challenges the very fabric of our memories and, raises

questions about reality.
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Are we living in a world where our recollections can deceive us, or is there

something more extraordinary at play? In this article, we delve deep into the

Mandela Effect, exploring its origins, possible explanations, and mind-

boggling examples that continue to confound us.

Let’s delve deeper into what is the Mandela effect like and learn some of its

popular examples!
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